Vibrant Communications that Drive Mission Alignment,
Change and Growth
Taking the business to the next level.

Your leadership has set the stage for the company to maximize marketplace opportunities and grow.
You have a vision to achieve that growth, but to be successful, transformation must happen quickly,
efficiently and cost effectively. Evoke wants to be your partner in executing this transformation.
Evoke delivers vibrant internal and external communications to guide growth.

Taking any organization to the next level is challenging. The energy and commitment are there, but
the expertise and resources to translate a new business strategy to people already hard at work
are often lacking. Evoke knows how to use communications to inspire and transform organizations
with minimal impact on operations.
We understand your needs in a communications partner. Time is at a premium; process and costs
must be reasonable. You need a partner who delivers top expertise when and how you need it.
Evoke brings you that flexibility. We have the horsepower of a big agency without the complexity.
Our experienced, agile teams come up to speed on the business and your strategies quickly.
We identify what’s important about the new mission and new ways of thinking,, how the organization
must adjust at all levels and how to communicate these critical messages in an efficient and
compelling way.
We brand your vision to ensure it resonates with each target audience.

Sometimes the same people who brought the business to a level of success are resistant to change.
We position change as a purposeful journey to a branded destination. We respect the existing culture
even as we prepare the organization to meet new objectives for leading and working together.
Evoke engages all stakeholders in the essence of the business strategy and brand at critical touch
points in their daily lives. We deliver key messages vibrantly to your employees to kindle their
enthusiasm, gain their buy in and harness the power of their insights and enthusiasm.
We focus on the perceptions that must change to achieve your vision and spur new growth.
We have successfully supported change dozens of times.

The Evoke team has deep experience transforming organizations. Our services range from facilitating
executive sessions to positioning, and from branding change to mission alignment, creative engagement
and launch. Our programs include materials for manager training, team meetings and complete
communications cascades. We use media from print to event to online, in concert, to ensure each
audience is engaged.
You have a vision. We can help you get there.
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